Aloha!

Welcome to the Leilani Farm Sanctuary

Imagine a world
where people live
in harmony and peace

The sanctuary was
named in honor of
Leilani, the farm’s first
resident donkey

Awaken Your Compassion

with all of
Earth’s inhabitants

Leilani Farm Sanctuary, located on a lush 8-acre
farm in Haiku, Maui, provides a home for
chickens, cats, goats, rabbits, donkeys, peahens,
pigs, deer, and ducks. The sanctuary is an all
volunteer, non-profit organization created to
provide shelter and care for rescued animals,
and humane education to the community.
There are rolling green pastures for goats and
donkeys to graze, hundreds of trees for the cats
to climb, jungle environments for the chickens
to explore, and a shady garden for the rabbits
to enjoy.
Would you be willing to sponsor one or more
of our resident animals? Visitors who meet
the animals are often deeply touched by
these amazing and lovable beings. They’ve
seen compassion-in-action and have glimpsed
the real possibility that all living beings can
be treated with caring and respect. These
encounters have resulted in genuine healing—
on both sides of the equation. All are enriched
by the love that is shared here.

your donation makes a difference

260 East Kuiaha Road • Haiku, Hawaii 96708
808-298-8544 • info@LeilaniFarmSanctuary.org
Leilani Farm Sanctuary is a non-profit organization. All donations are
greatly appreciated and fully tax-deductible as allowed by law. For
further information on tours, events, and other sanctuary news, visit:

LeilaniFarmSanctuary.org

a paradise for rescued animals

We are a

refuge for animals . . .

a

safe haven for those fortunate enough to have found their way here.
Healing

Visiting your farm was
the highlight of our trip. It
fills my heart with hope
and joy to know you
are providing relief and
comfort for the animals.
— Channin

I so enjoyed the tour of
your beautiful grounds
and visiting with all the
animals. It only takes a
minute to see the mutual
respect and love you
have for one another.
— Evelyn

ask us about our guided tours

all are enriched by the love that is shared here

• Lehua, our donkey, had lived her life under the
dark crawl space of a house, unable to graze and
completely isolated from other animals.
• One very endearing deer and several goats were
orphaned when hunters shot their mothers.
• Some of our rabbits and chickens had been
given to children as holiday presents, then later
discarded when they became too inconvenient
to care for.
• Many of our roosters were liberated from
cockfighting compounds.

Consider how much Leilani Farm Sanctuary
means to an animal who was neglected or
abandoned, and now has a new beginning.
Think of the child who connected with one
of our animal residents and learned to have
compassion and respect for all living beings.
Imagine a world where people live in harmony
and peace with all of Earth’s inhabitants—and
know you are helping create that world with
your sustaining support of the Sanctuary.

Harmony

a place where humans and animals thrive

Our operative word is “community.” Animals
live in harmony with each other, as their deeplyingrained cooperative ethic, based on survival,
shapes their world—and also informs ours.
Leilani Farm Sanctuary provides a healthy, happy
home for animals saved from neglect, abuse, or
slaughter. It offers caring humans an opportunity
to engage them in a natural setting where they’re
all loved, and their basic needs are attended to.

each rescued animal has a unique story

May we all thrive, in peace and in a spirit of
oneness—and may we always act responsibly,
in ways that will benefit all sentient beings.

